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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Determining the epidemiology
of disease is critical for multiple reasons,
including to perform risk assessment, compare
disease rates in varying populations, support
diagnostic decisions, evaluate health care needs
and disease burden, and determine the eco-
nomic benefit of treatment. However, estab-
lishing epidemiological measures for rare
diseases can be difficult owing to small patient
populations, variable diagnostic techniques,
and potential disease and diagnostic hetero-
geneity. To determine the epidemiology of rare
diseases, investigators often develop estimation
models to account for missing or unobtainable
data, and to ensure that their findings are rep-
resentative of their desired patient population.

Methods: A modeling methodology to estimate
the prevalence of rare diseases in one such
population—patients with long-chain fatty acid
oxidation disorders (LC-FAOD)—as an illustra-
tive example of its applicability.
Results: The proposed model begins with reli-
able source data from newborn screening
reports and applies to them key modifiers.
These modifiers include changes in population
growth over time and variable standardization
rates of LC-FAOD screening that lead to (1) a
confirmed diagnosis and (2) improvements in
standards of care and survival estimates relative
to the general population. The model also
makes necessary assumptions to allow the broad
applicability of the estimation of LC-FAOD
prevalence, including rates of diagnosed versus
undiagnosed patients in the USA over time.
Conclusions: Although each rare disease is
unique, the approach described here and
demonstrated in the estimation of LC-FAOD
prevalence provides the necessary tools to cal-
culate key epidemiological estimates useful in
performing risk assessment analyses; comparing
disease rates between different subgroups of
people; supporting diagnostic decisions; plan-
ning health care needs; comparing disease bur-
den, including cost; and determining the
economic benefit of treatment.
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Key Summary Points

Why carry out this study?

Modeling the epidemiology of rare
diseases, including long-chain fatty acid
oxidation disorders (LC-FAOD), is
challenging because of limited data
availability and heterogeneous disease
presentation.

This study presents a prevalence
estimation model of rare diseases using
LC-FAOD as an illustrative example of its
applicability.

What was learned from the study?

This study demonstrates a model for
estimating the prevalence of rare diseases
supported by an illustrative example of
LC-FAOD that demonstrates increases in
prevalence and diagnostic rate associated
with the gradual implementation of
newborn screening practices in the USA.

The findings from the present study
highlight an unmet need for research into
LC-FAOD, particularly with regards to
mortality and the impact of treatment on
outcomes in these patients.

INTRODUCTION

Epidemiological assessments hold tremendous
value in the evaluation and understanding of
disease. The prevalence of a disease identifies
the total number of people affected at a given
time and place, accounting for rates of mortality
or patient survival and cures, if applicable,
whereas the incidence rate of a disease indicates
the number of new cases in a location or over a
period of time [1]. With these data, researchers
and clinicians can compare disease rates
between different subgroups of people to per-
form risk assessment analyses, support diag-
nostic decisions, plan health care needs,

evaluate disease burden, and determine the
economic benefit of treatment [1–3]. However,
for epidemiological metrics to be useful in these
applications, they must be both reliable and
applicable to different subgroups of a popula-
tion of interest. One way to ensure this is to
design epidemiological studies such that they
encompass a large, diverse sample of patients,
representing various geographic and sociologi-
cal subpopulations [1]. This becomes a chal-
lenge when examining rare diseases for which
the patient population is sparse, and where
identifying a representative sample population
to accurately estimate disease prevalence is
challenging.

Rare diseases are characterized as those
affecting fewer than five people per 10,000 [4]
or less than 200,000 with the disease in the USA
[5]. In the USA, it is estimated that approxi-
mately 30 million individuals are affected by
rare diseases [6]. With more than 7000 rare
diseases identified, some more rare than others,
these data highlight the limited availability of
patient data for any one disease [6]. Deriving
meaningful epidemiological data from such a
limited pool poses several challenges [7]. Exist-
ing epidemiological reports are often scarce and
may not be standardized. Similarly, diagnostic
criteria and methods may vary, potentially
biasing the apparent incidence or prevalence of
a disease of interest [7]. Disease heterogeneity
may alter patient classification, further limiting
the patient pool from which to assess epidemi-
ological data for a specific disease [6].

In order to make appropriate estimates of
prevalence, mortality data are also needed.
Assessing the mortality rates of patients with
rare diseases is also challenging, particularly in
diseases for which diagnosis is made on the
basis of symptom presentation, as death can
occur prior to a clear diagnosis [8]. Finally, there
may be differences across geographic locations,
with certain regions presenting higher inci-
dence and prevalence rates owing to genetic
susceptibility or the availability of diagnostic
tools and health care [7]. To account for these
potential pitfalls, epidemiological studies of rare
diseases must make certain assumptions and
estimations to develop the best possible model
from limited available data [7].
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Long-chain fatty acid oxidation disorders
(LC-FAOD) comprise one group of rare genetic
metabolic disorders, affecting the transport of
fatty acids into the mitochondrion via the car-
nitine shuttle system or mitochondrial b-oxi-
dation pathway [9, 10]. In healthy individuals,
this pathway is responsible for the conversion
of fatty acids to energy as ATP, or ketones (for
the body during periods of prolonged fasting or
during other forms of metabolic stress, e.g.,
acute illness, when other energy sources are
exhausted) [11]. Because this process is impaired
in patients with LC-FAOD, it can lead to meta-
bolic crises, particularly in organ systems high
in energy demand [12]. Within the group of LC-
FAOD, there are several variants with differing
symptomology, classified by the specific
underlying enzyme deficiency: very-long-chain
acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency (VLCAD),
long-chain 3-hydroxy acyl-CoA dehydrogenase
deficiency (LCHAD), trifunctional protein defi-
ciency (TFP), carnitine palmitoyltransferase
type 1 (CPTI) deficiency, carnitine-acylcarnitine
translocase (CACT) deficiency, CPT type 2
(CPTII) deficiency, and carnitine transport
deficiency (CTD) [11].

Historically, patients with LC-FAOD were
identified by an initial presentation of acute
metabolic decompensation that includes car-
diomyopathy, hypoketotic hypoglycemia, liver
dysfunction, lethargy, muscle weakness, myal-
gia, rhabdomyolysis, renal damage, or sudden
death [11]. Presentation can occur at any age;
however, the most serious, life-threatening
episodes most frequently occur shortly after
birth. Thus, it is critical that patients be identi-
fied early in life to preempt or minimize serious,
life-threatening events through prompt disease
management [11].

The introduction of newborn screening
(NBS) programs for LC-FAOD in the late 1990s
allowed for earlier detection of patients,
including those with asymptomatic disease
[13]. Observed disease prevalence increased
owing to the identification of this subset of
previously undiagnosed patients and to longer
survival through earlier initiation of disease
management [13, 14]. NBS for LC-FAOD intro-
duces a particular challenge for assessing the
epidemiology of this disease, as countries or

states have incorporated LC-FAOD on NBS
panels at different rates or have included some,
but not all, variants of the disease [13, 15].

The current article explores a modeling
methodology in proposing an approach to cal-
culate epidemiological metrics for estimating
disease prevalence using LC-FAOD as an exam-
ple of its applicability. As with all rare diseases, a
scarcity of reliable data on LC-FAOD from
which to derive epidemiological outcomes
poses a considerable challenge. Therefore, the
present model includes a number of critical
assumptions and estimations necessary to pro-
vide a best possible estimate of the prevalence of
LC-FAOD in the USA.

METHODS

Literature Search

Epidemiological data were assessed using a tar-
geted literature search. Databases were searched
using PubMed, Medline, and Google, with no
date restrictions on results. Search terms inclu-
ded, but were not restricted to, the following:
LC-FAOD terms (‘‘long-chain fatty acid oxida-
tion disorders,’’ ‘‘long-chain 3-hydroxy-acyl-
CoA dehydrogenase deficiency,’’ ‘‘very long-
chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency,’’
‘‘trifunctional protein defects,’’ ‘‘carnitine
palmitoyl transferase deficiency,’’ ‘‘carnitine-
acylcarnitine translocase deficiency,’’ ‘‘LC-
FAOD,’’ ‘‘LCHAD,’’ ‘‘VLCAD,’’ ‘‘TFP,’’ ‘‘MTP,’’
‘‘CPTI,’’ ‘‘CPTII,’’ ‘‘CACT’’) combined with a
specific outcome term (‘‘incidence,’’ ‘‘preva-
lence,’’ ‘‘mortality,’’ ‘‘death’’).

LC-FAOD Disease Prevalence Model

Overview
A model was programmed in Microsoft Excel
2010 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA,
USA) to forecast the prevalence of LC-FAOD
from incidence-derived prevalence data. Inci-
dence-derived prevalence was determined as a
combination of calculated incidence based on
known sources, population, mortality, and rate
of diagnosis at a given time point based on the
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Table 1 Summary of epidemiology and genetic inputs

Input Parameter Source

Population

Global birth rate (historical

and forecast)

Year (1950–2040)

Data beyond 2019 forecast

Projection accounts for mortality,

migration, and fertility rates. Low,

medium, and high variants available

Derived from United Nations Population

Division (2019) [25]

Incidence of LC-FAOD (%)

Netherlands 0.0025 Derived from Diekman et al. (2016) [17],

adjusted for subtype incidence

Germany 0.0020 Derived from DGNS National Screening

Reports (2005–2016) [23]

USA

US NBS? 0.0056 Derived from:

National Newborn Screening & Global

Resource Center (NNSGRC) (2006) [22]

Martin et al. (2011) [20]

2010 US census data

Non-Alaska US NBS? 0.0047

Alaska NBS? 0.2661

Native Alaskan NBS? 1.4216 Derived from:

2010 US census data

Martin et al. (2009) [20]

US true positive rate 0.0022 Derived from 2006 NBS data by state adjusted

for false positive rate

Global true positive rate 0.0020 Triangulation of:

Diekman et al. (2016) [17]

Bhattacharya et al. (2016) [16]

Merritt 2nd et al. (2014) [21]

National Newborn Screening & Global

Resource Center (2006) [22]

Variant distribution

VLCAD 59.3 Derived from DGNS National Screening

Reports (2005–2016) [23]LCHAD 25.1

TFP 6.6 Derived from Sander et al. (2005) [24]
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Table 1 continued

Input Parameter Source

CPT-1 4.8 Derived from DGNS National Screening

Reports (2005–2016) [23]CPT-2 3.0

CACT 1.2

Newborn screening of LC-FAOD

Proportion of infants with

locally screened variants

(%)

98.3 Derived from NewSTEPs (2021) [15]

Screening rate (%) 99.9 National Institutes of Health (2017) [18]

Overall proportion

captured by NBS (%)

98.2 Derived from the proportion of infants with

screenable variants and the national screening

rate

Mortality

% proportion of newborns

in the general population

surviving to age:

Derived from Heron (2009) [19]

5 years 99.28

10 years 99.21

15 years 99.12

20 years 98.81

25 years 98.39

30 years 97.97

35 years 97.47

40 years 96.74

Life expectancy (years) 78.1

Excess mortality due to LC-FAOD (%)
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availability and implementation of diagnostic
technology, as well as disease management
strategies. These inputs are summarized in
Table 1 and detailed below [15–24]. This article
is based on previously conducted studies and
does not contain any new studies with human
participants or animals performed by any of the
authors.

Population Inputs
Population estimates were captured, beginning
in 1950 to ensure that relevant population
swings due to historical events would be inclu-
ded. There are few patients in the world with
known LC-FAOD older than 70 years, as LC-
FAOD were only first recognized in the 1970s.
In this population, affected patients from this
time may have not survived or remain
undiagnosed.

To project live births for a given year in the
current model, population growth was derived
from United Nations (UN) birth rate estimates,
which account for multiple parameters,
including age, sex, mortality, migration, and
fertility factors [25]. Several scenarios for fertil-
ity rates are generated by the UN that in turn
dictate the number of projected live births. The

three fertility rates incorporated in the model
(low/medium/high) represent the boundaries of
the likely forecast range. The medium variant
was utilized for calculations of LC-FAOD, but
the other variants are available for sensitivity
analyses.

Incidence Inputs
Disease incidence was broadly defined as the
number of individuals born within a given year
with confirmation of LC-FAOD types per the
annual number of live births. The baseline glo-
bal incidence rate (technically, prevalence at
birth) was calculated as the sum of all confirmed
positive LC-FAOD cases divided by the total
number of live births during that interval.

Incidence inputs were derived from available
literature (Supplementary Material, Table S1a,
b). Germany has had complete NBS in place for
decades, with a specific focus on fatty acid oxi-
dation disorders since at least 2005 [23]. Ger-
man NBS incidence data from the German
Society for Neonatal Screening were compared
with other country populations, incorporating
modifications for the USA and Canada to
account for known population differences due
to specific disease variants (e.g., Arctic variant)

Table 1 continued

Input Parameter Source

Pre NBS Assumption derived from clinical expertise and

based on current standard of care and

intensity of disease presentation
Undiagnosed 0.24–18.00

Diagnosed

symptomatically

0.80–18.00

Diagnosed by NBS 0.80–18.00

Post NBS

Undiagnosed 0.24–10.00

Diagnosed

symptomatically

0.00–5.00

Diagnosed by NBS 0.00–4.00

CACT carnitine-acylcarnitine translocase deficiency, CPT-1 carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1, CPT-2 carnitine palmitoyl-
transferase 2, DGNS German Society for Newborn Screening, LC-FAOD long-chain fatty acid oxidation disorders,
LCHAD long-chain 3-hydroxy acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency, NBS newborn screening, NBS? newborn screening
positive, TFP trifunctional protein, VLCAD very-long-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency
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[23]. Coverage for German NBS data is essen-
tially 100%, and only confirmed cases of LC-
FAOD are reported. This provides a cumulative
population-representative sample of over
8 million live births across all years analyzed.
Incidence rates from Germany were then trian-
gulated with incidence data from the Nether-
lands [17] and the USA [21], and confirmed by
expert opinion [26] to determine the overall
incidence rate for the model.

Diagnostic Rate Estimates
Diagnostic rates differed on the basis of several
factors: availability of NBS, proportion of the
population to receive NBS, age, and sympto-
mology screened. To estimate the diagnostic
rate of LC-FAOD over time, rates of symp-
tomatic diagnosis derived from clinical exper-
tise and qualitative expert interviews were used
and the gradual standardization of LC-FAOD on
NBS panels and diagnostic rate with NBS were
incorporated into the model. This was because,
globally, the standardization of LC-FAOD on
NBS panels occurred at varying rates [13, 15].
We assumed that almost 100% of patients with
LC-FAOD who underwent NBS were diagnosed.

Prior to the adoption of LC-FAOD on NBS
panels, the clinical diagnostic rate for a given
year was modeled as a composite curve (linear
curve, S-curve, or rapid uptake curve) in the
basis of clinical expertise, factoring in patient
age and symptom intensity. Patients with
greater disease intensity were assigned a greater
likelihood of diagnosis, and the diagnostic rate
was assumed to increase with patient age as the
likelihood of recognizing disease characteristics
following metabolic decompensation increased.
The peak diagnostic rate was defined as the
proportion of patients among non-NBS infants
that would ever be diagnosed. Here, asymp-
tomatic patients were assumed to achieve a
peak diagnostic rate of 20% at age 30 years,
whereas symptomatic patients with increasing
symptom intensities had corresponding
increasing peak diagnostic rates of 40% (peak
age 12 years), 80% (peak age 4 years), and 95%
(peak age 2 years) for mild, moderate, and
intense symptom presentations, respectively.
With the gradual standardization of NBS panels,
a shift in the diagnostic rate of LC-FAOD was

included in the model, nearing a 100% diag-
nostic rate once fully adopted.

Data on the precise timing of when and
where NBS programs were introduced, and the
fraction of newborns within the country cov-
ered are difficult to come by. Data from the USA
demonstrated the adoption of LC-FAOD
screening onto NBS programs from 2001 to
2006; however, the USA is a special case as NBS
is regulated at the state level. Therefore, uptake
in this model was coded as a series of binary
events at a point in time in each state. For the
rest of the world, NBS adoption rates were based
on the review conducted by Therrell et al. [27].
In addition, assumptions of the rate of NBS
adoption over time were made on the basis of
how well developed individual health care sys-
tems are across the world, as the primary tech-
nology for LC-FAOD screening, tandem-mass
spectrometry, is quite advanced [28]. To be
identified by NBS, infants must be born in a
state in which their variant of LC-FAOD is part
of the NBS panel, and must partake in the
screening process. Estimations of these rates are
quite high, with 98.3% of infants estimated to
have screenable variants, and 99.9% receiving
screening at its peak. Together, these estimates
provide an overall percentage of patients cap-
tured by NBS in the USA of 98.2% at its peak in
the year 2000 [15, 18].

Mortality Estimates
Survival is compromised in patients with LC-
FAOD; however, the impact on mortality is not
equal across all patients. Often, earlier onset of
symptoms is associated with higher rates of
mortality, whereas later onset, presenting with
less intense signs and symptoms, and identifi-
cation by NBS are linked with decreased mor-
tality [10, 14, 24, 29]. In the current model, the
best-case scenario survival curve for patients
with LC-FAOD was assumed to be equivalent to
the survival rate of the general population
(Table 1) [19]. The survival rate of the general
population was adjusted with a calculation for
LC-FAOD excess mortality, which was the per-
centage of patients who die each year beyond
that expected for their age in the general pop-
ulation (Table 1). These values were based on
the survival of infants treated with the current
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standard of care over recent years. Patients with
earlier disease onset were assumed to have more
intense disease presentation and, consequently,
a higher mortality rate [10]. Similarly, those
who were diagnosed before the introduction of
NBS were also assumed to have a higher rate of
mortality, as the initiation of disease manage-
ment was delayed until a potentially life-
threatening presentation.

The model input was created to account for
excess mortality beyond the general population
over time as diagnostic standards transitioned
from symptomatic to NBS diagnosis, with the
survival of undiagnosed (and therefore
untreated) patients being unaffected by chang-
ing treatment standards. Excess mortality
reflected intensity of symptoms, with undiag-
nosed patients with the most intense symptoms
reflecting the greatest excess mortality (10.0%),
and asymptomatic patients who received a
diagnosis with the lowest excess mortality
(0.0%). To adjust the model over time, other
model inputs included year of change, denoting
the year at which standards of care started
moving from pre-NBS levels to the current level;
and Tmax, the length of time taken for mortality
to stabilize to current levels after the year of
change. In the USA, the year of change was
designated as 1980, with an estimated 30-year
period for the diagnostic standardization to
peak. Mortality adjustments were also

influenced by a composite curve, which could
be selected as a linear, S-curve, or rapid uptake
curve depending on the country or region.
Finally, mortality rates were further adjusted to
align with known incidence rates. For example,
if a given childhood mortality rate in a certain
year resulted in a subsequent prevalence esti-
mate in adult patients that was too low com-
pared with known values, the childhood
mortality rate would be lowered, yielding a
greater survival rate into adulthood and corre-
sponding increase in prevalence.

Prevalence Calculation
All curves in the model were subject to change
over time, where prevalence as a function of age
in a given year was a composite effect of all
previously mentioned drivers and the estimates
of their change over time (past and future). For
a given year, estimated disease prevalence was
determined by combining the population esti-
mate, the calculated incidence rate, the likeli-
hood of diagnosis in patients based on available
technology, the adoption of screening tech-
niques, and the estimated mortality of all pre-
viously diagnosed patients at the evaluation
year, based on timing of the diagnosis and
implementation of disease management. This
process is summarized in Fig. 1. Note that the
observed prevalence ratio may also be impacted
by cure rates (i.e., some people may be cured,

Fig. 1 Model overview. NBS newborn screening, UN United Nations
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therefore the overall prevalence is reduced).
While this is not the case for LC-FAOD cur-
rently, this may be relevant for other diseases.

Mortality Scenario Analyses
As a result of the rarity of the disease, there is a
dearth of literature on mortality rates of LC-
FAOD, particularly for individuals born pre-
NBS. The base case mortality estimate was based
on published data and clinical expertise, how-
ever there was significant uncertainty associated
with this estimate. As such, we vary the base
case mortality assumption by 50% and 200% to
assess the impact of changing mortality
assumptions on the number of patients diag-
nosed over time.

RESULTS

Literature-Reported Incidence

Several sources on LC-FAOD incidence were
identified from the literature search. The most
robust source was the German National
Screening Report, which provides a complete
statistical analysis of the near-universal screen-
ing results for metabolic and endocrine diseases,
including recall rates and confirmed diagnoses
(Supplementary Material Table S1a) [23]. Addi-
tional incidence data from a Dutch NBS study
(October 2007–2010) and US NBS data sources
[17, 21, 22, 26] were comparable to those of the
German study, despite representing separate
countries with independent testing protocols.
Results from the Dutch study identified 11
(0.0015%) positive cases of VLCAD, a subtype of
LC-FAOD, out of 742,728 screens [17]. The
comprehensive German NBS data indicated that
approximately 59% of the total LC-FAOD cases
were of the VLCAD subtype [23]. Taken toge-
ther, the 0.0015% VLCAD incidence rate
accounts for approximately 59% of the total LC-
FAOD incidence rate; from this, the overall LC-
FAOD incidence rate can be approximated at
0.0025% (Supplementary Material Table S1b).
Although US screening data indicated a higher
incidence of LC-FAOD initially (0.0056%),
confirmatory diagnostic testing identified the
true-positive cases (0.002%), reducing the

incidence rate to levels comparable to the Ger-
man and Dutch findings [17, 20–23, 26]. This
agreement from unique sources suggests a glo-
bal LC-FAOD incidence of approximately
0.002% [17, 21–23, 26]. These data are further
supported by the results of independent publi-
cations identified in the preliminary literature
search, which suggest an incidence between
0.001% and 0.004% [30–32]. The 0.002% inci-
dence rate of LC-FAOD was then applied to the
population estimate models created by the UN
Population Division for each assessment year to
obtain the overall incidence rate [25].

Diagnostic Rate

The model output represents the diagnostic rate
as the proportion of undiagnosed versus diag-
nosed patients over time, as diagnostic
methodologies improved from clinical diagno-
sis to NBS. Clinical diagnosis identified a pro-
portion of patients with LC-FAOD on the basis
of disease presentation, most commonly at a
young age. However, older patients in a given
year demonstrated a decreased ratio of undiag-
nosed to diagnosed patients, as there is a greater
likelihood that patients who are initially undi-
agnosed will show symptoms with age and
subsequently receive a diagnosis.

Because the specific global timing of the
standardization of LC-FAOD on NBS panels is
not readily available, the current model utilizes
available literature with regard to its uptake
[27], estimating any missing data on the basis of
the status of a given region’s health care sys-
tems. This model demonstrates an increased
number of patients diagnosed with LC-FAOD
over time, as diagnostic methodology transi-
tions from relying on acute presentation in the
clinical setting to near-universal screening at
birth, which accurately identifies almost all
patients. In turn, this translates to an overall
increase in LC-FAOD prevalence with the initi-
ation of NBS and a further increase over time as
NBS is standardized [14].
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Fig. 2 Estimated percentage of diagnosed versus undiagnosed patients with LC-FAOD by age in a 1990, b 2021, and
c 2040 in the USA. LC-FAOD long-chain fatty acid oxidation disorders
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Mortality

As confirmed by the targeted literature search,
no true mortality rate has been established for
LC-FAOD owing to the high variability among
age of onset, symptomology, age at diagnosis,
and differences in sampling, e.g., time interval
and sample sizes. This problem is evident by the
greatly varying rates in reported mortality (dis-
ease lethality; summarized in Supplementary
Material Table S2). The current model applies a
survival curve that accounts for these factors to
the known mortality rate of the general popu-
lation (Table 1) to estimate the survival of
patients with LC-FAOD. The resulting estima-
tion illustrates a large increase in LC-FAOD
prevalence in younger patients following the
introduction of NBS, corresponding with a
decreased mortality rate. Over time, this trans-
lates into a greater prevalence in older popula-
tions as more patients survive into adulthood as
a result of earlier disease detection and
management.

Estimated Prevalence

The prevalence estimation output of the model
was variable by analysis year, as all previously
mentioned drivers changed over time. Inci-
dence-derived LC-FAOD prevalence was exam-
ined at key points. Figure 2 represents the
estimated total prevalence of LC-FAOD as the
proportion of diagnosed and undiagnosed
patients by patient age. The introduction of LC-
FAOD on NBS panels in 1990, prior to broad
implementation, shows a sharp increase in
diagnosed patients younger than 10 years, with
the highest rate in newborns (Fig. 2a). Estimated
prevalence of LC-FAOD in the USA in 1990 was
2030 cases, of which 43% (871) were pediatric
cases and 57% (1159) were adult cases. The
overall diagnosis rate was estimated to be 39%.
Estimated prevalence in present-day 2021 is
higher, driven by a greater proportion of diag-
nosed children as types of LC-FAOD have
become more common on NBS panels (Fig. 2b);
a shift in the proportion of diagnosed versus
undiagnosed patients was observed in patients

aged 10–20 years, increasing further in younger
patients and newborns. We estimated 93 new-
borns with LC-FAOD in 2021. Further, the
prevalence of LC-FAOD was approximately
2871 cases in the USA in 2021, of which 1355
were in children and 1515 in adults; the overall
diagnostic rate was estimated at 72%. Finally,
we forecast the prevalence of LC-FAOD in 2040,
with the assumed near-universal incorporation
on NBS panels (Fig. 2c). Over time, the diag-
nosed versus undiagnosed population contin-
ues to increase, nearing a 100% diagnosis rate in
newborns. Meanwhile, patients originally
identified by NBS at its inception are now aged
35–40, which is represented by the large surge
in prevalence in this age group. The model
predicted that there would be 3425 cases in the
USA in 2040, of which 42% (1452) were pedi-
atric cases and 58% (1973) were adult cases. The
overall diagnostic rate was estimated to be 85%.
Model outputs showing the estimated number
of LC-FAOD cases worldwide over time are
shown in Supplementary Material Table S3.
Estimated prevalence increased from 56,245
cases with a 39% diagnosis rate in 1990 to
82,333 cases with a 62% diagnosis rate in 2021,
and is forecast to reach 95,457 cases with a 71%
diagnosis rate in 2040.

Scenario Analyses

In the scenario analysis, a 50% reduction in the
base case mortality rates increased the prevalent
number of patients to 3645 (127.0% increase
from base case population estimate) and 4268
(124.6%) in 2021 and 2040, respectively.
Increasing the mortality rate by 200% resulted
in an estimated 2164 (75.4%) and 2616 (76.4%)
patients with LC-FAOD in 2021 and 2040,
respectively. The impact of changing mortality
rates was greater in 2021 versus 2040 as there
are more pre-NBS individuals, which have a
higher mortality rate. Results of the mortality
scenario analyses are available in the Supple-
mentary Material.
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DISCUSSION

Assumptions, Estimations,
and Limitations

This model represents a method of estimating
the incidence and prevalence of rare diseases.
However, when modeling the epidemiology of
rare diseases such as LC-FAOD, one of the
greatest challenges is the distinct lack of reli-
able, broadly applicable data from which to
draw accurate estimates. To fill in these missing
knowledge gaps, models of rare diseases must
make assumptions and estimations on the basis
of the limited available data [7]. Each estimate
comes with its own unique set of assumptions
specific to the rare disease being modeled. The
current model is no exception, as it begins with
an estimated incidence rate derived from real-
world data that is then applied to estimates of
population, diagnostic rate, and survival rate
over time to generate the best possible esti-
mated prevalence curve on the basis of limited
available data.

One of the most common challenges faced
by epidemiological studies is the difficulty in
representing all types of a population of inter-
est, which may have inherently different inci-
dence rates or different disease characteristics
[6, 7]. The LC-FAOD incidence data used in this
model were assumed from three key sources:
German birth records with near-universal rates
of NBS, US NBS data, and Dutch NBS data, all of
which demonstrated consistent disease inci-
dence rates of approximately 0.0020% (200/
100,000 births) [17, 21–23, 26]. Therefore, the
current model assumes that because these rates
were consistent across multiple countries with
different populations, diagnostic criteria, and
rates of NBS adoption, this incidence rate of
approximately 0.0020% can be extrapolated to
represent the global disease incidence for LC-
FAOD. However, it is important to note that
there are certain countries or subpopulations
within countries that have shown unique LC-
FAOD incidence rates, including those of Chi-
nese, Native Alaskan, Canadian First Nations,
Saudi Arabian, and Hutterites descent, and this
may be due in part to consanguinity within

these populations [11, 33, 34]. The population
size, screening rates, and incidence of these
subpopulations may have a greater or lesser
impact on the disease incidence of a larger
assessment population. For example, a smaller
subpopulation with a higher incidence rate
than the rest of the assessment population due
to inherent genetic differences would have an
overall smaller impact on the overall incidence
rate. However, when a high-incidence subpop-
ulation accounts for a larger proportion of the
overall assessment population, the overall inci-
dence estimate will be overinflated. Therefore,
to apply the current model globally or to assess
the prevalence of other diseases, it must be
assumed that incidence rates of distinct sub-
populations such as these are comparable to
those of the larger, known populations.

The current model applies the estimated
diagnostic rate to the incidence population to
determine the number of patients with LC-
FAOD identified in a given year. Diagnostic
rates of LC-FAOD present a particular challenge,
as the rate of inclusion of this group of disorders
on NBS panels is not uniform across the state or
country level. Furthermore, the specific LC-
FAOD types included on screening panels may
vary, and the diagnostic criteria, rates of mis-
diagnosis, rates of delayed diagnosis, rates of
incomplete diagnosis, and screening sensitivity
may differ between testing centers [13]. This
variability makes it challenging to estimate
specific diagnostic rates both in the present day
and in the future because diagnostic techniques
evolve. To overcome this, the current model
assumes a single diagnostic rate for patients of a
given age in a given year, accounting for factors
such as patient age, disease intensity, and
diagnostic technique, wherever data were not
available.

Perhaps the greatest assumption required in
estimating the prevalence of LC-FAOD deals
with the mortality rate of these patients. Pre-
sently, there is no true mortality rate for LC-
FAOD available in the literature owing to the
rarity of the disease, inconsistencies in diag-
nostic techniques, heterogeneous disease pre-
sentation, and lack of published research.
Because the LC-FAOD patient population is so
small, mortality rates of individual studies vary
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considerably following a single death. Patient
populations are further reduced when examin-
ing individual disease variants. Without large,
targeted studies of mortality, it is difficult to
accurately note the true mortality rate of LC-
FAOD. Therefore, the mortality rates used in the
present model were estimated on the basis of
the best available data from a limited pool.
Initial mortality rates were generated to align
with known available prevalence by patient age.
For example, if an estimated mortality rate was
too high for a young population, the resulting
prevalence in the adult population at a later
time point would be lower than known data. To
account for this, the earlier mortality rate would
be decreased, corresponding with an increased
survival into adulthood and corresponding
increase in prevalence. Modeling the mortality
rate over time required several assumptions to
account for changes to diagnostic techniques
and subsequent management strategies. It is
assumed that, over time, care for patients with
LC-FAOD has improved as knowledge of the
disease has increased, translating to improved
mortality. This model accounts for this by
adjusting the curve such that a gradual increase
in the survival rate is observed over time. Simi-
larly, mortality rates of patients with LC-FAOD
have reportedly improved following the stan-
dardization of NBS panels, as timely treatment
management following diagnosis can reduce
the occurrence of potentially life-threatening
metabolic decompensations before symptoms
present [10, 12]. However, it is unknown how
rapidly the effects of these improvements will
manifest as decreases in mortality rate. The
current model assumes that in the USA, the
effects of the improved diagnostic rate and
earlier age of diagnosis, beginning with the
implementation of NBS in 1990, will appear
approximately 30 years from this date (2021). At
this point, NBS for LC-FAOD is mostly stan-
dardized and the largest improvements in
mortality and diagnostic rates are observed,
represented by a large increase in LC-FAOD
prevalence.

The lack of reliable data on the incidence,
prevalence, and mortality of LC-FAOD is a key
factor in one of the major limitations of this
model. We have been unable to validate the

model or the assumptions made within, as there
are insufficient data available on the incidence
and prevalence of LC-FAOD, and this problem
serves as a common limitation of many models
focusing on rare diseases.

Model Interpretation

Currently, some of the best sources of epi-
demiological data for LC-FAOD are national
databases, including NBS records. However,
these sources are restricted to specific regions
and subpopulations and do not fully represent
the global state of LC-FAOD [17, 21–23, 26].
This highlights the unmet need for an accurate,
reliable method of estimating the prevalence of
LC-FAOD that is applicable to the global popu-
lation to perform risk assessment analyses;
compare disease rates between different sub-
groups of people; support diagnostic decisions;
plan health care needs; compare disease burden,
including cost; and determine the economic
benefit of treatment [1–3].

By applying the methodology described in
this article to known LC-FAOD epidemiological
data, we are able to develop a best estimate of
the prevalence of this group of rare diseases in
the past, and forecast it in the future. The esti-
mated prevalence in 1990 represents a time
prior to the standardization of LC-FAOD on NBS
panels. The greater proportion of diagnosed
versus undiagnosed patients younger than
10 years coincides with the historical method of
diagnosing patients with LC-FAOD only after
symptoms first present. Older patients depicted
in the 1990 prevalence estimation demonstrate
a greater proportion of undiagnosed versus
diagnosed patients compared with those
younger than 10 years. This represents the idea
that patients who presented later in life or who
remained asymptomatic often went undiag-
nosed prior to NBS standardization, as LC-FAOD
often present with the most serious and obvious
disease early in life [11]. In addition, relying on
initial clinical presentation for diagnosis often
meant that serious, life-threatening disease
presented before treatment management could
begin, increasing early mortality and decreasing
the number of patients with LC-FAOD reaching
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older age, as evidenced by the overall smaller
prevalence estimate in patients older than
35 years.

The estimation of LC-FAOD prevalence in
2021 represents a time point approximately
20 years after the broad availability of LC-FAOD
on NBS panels in the USA, but before its uni-
versal adoption. By 2005, 36 US states had
incorporated LC-FAOD in their NBS panels, but
even these only included the more common
LC-FAOD types, VLCAD and LCHAD [13].
Patients who would once have been diagnosed
in the clinical setting at an older age can now be
diagnosed sooner owing to NBS, as illustrated
by an even greater proportion of diagnosed
versus undiagnosed patients between the ages
of 10 and 20 in the 2021 prevalence estimation.
Those patients who never developed clinical
disease or who presented later in life would now
be diagnosed at birth and are included in the
prevalence estimation. In addition, patients
diagnosed earlier in life by NBS can begin early
disease management, preventing life-threaten-
ing disease manifestations and increasing sur-
vivability, as shown by a greater LC-FAOD
prevalence in older patients in the 2021 preva-
lence estimate compared with the 1990 time
point [10, 11, 35].

Finally, we forecast the future LC-FAOD
prevalence in 2040. With near-universal adop-
tion of LC-FAOD on NBS panels comes an
increased diagnostic rate, as evidenced by the
proportion of diagnosed versus undiagnosed
patients nearing 100% in newborns. The con-
tinuation of prompt disease management after
diagnosis minimizes life-threatening metabolic
decompensations, leading to increased surviv-
ability into adulthood. The first patients to
receive a diagnosis as a result of NBS are now
reaching 35 years of age, represented by a far
greater prevalence compared with patients of
that age in the 1990 estimate. It is expected that
with continued improvements in diagnostic
techniques, rates, and disease management,
disease prevalence will plateau, as nearly all
patients with LC-FAOD receive prompt diagno-
sis at birth and proper disease management
through life.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the current model still provides only
an estimated prevalence for LC-FAOD, we rec-
ommend that the underlying methodology is
applied to other rare diseases in future studies,
whether or not NBS is available. In the case of
LC-FAOD, the availability of NBS data has
increased and with it the confidence with which
incidence and prevalence can be estimated. We
therefore recommend that NBS programs are
extended to all rare diseases that can be detec-
ted this way. It is important that similar studies
of rare diseases begin with quality, reproducible
data as a foundation. From there, we recom-
mend that drivers, including diagnostic rate,
survivability, and population growth, are esti-
mated on the basis of real-world events specific
to the rare disease in question to derive an
accurate prevalence estimate. It is important to
note that these drivers are variable over time
and should be calculated as such. Finally, we
recommend that key assumptions and estima-
tions must be included transparently for the
disease being assessed. Any estimation of
prevalence is only as accurate as the available
source data, and, in the case of rare diseases,
these data are quite limited owing to small
sample sizes, incomplete data sets, and a lack of
published research.

In the case of LC-FAOD, early diagnosis and
prompt disease management have greatly
improved survivability in patients; however,
there still exists premature mortality beyond
that of the general population, and these
patients experience an overall decreased quality
of life. Moreover, there exists a population of
undiagnosed patients who live with impaired
lives. Early diagnosis by NBS gives all patients
with LC-FAOD, both symptomatic and asymp-
tomatic, the opportunity to initiate early dis-
ease management and potentially increase the
quality of their lives. Together, these observa-
tions emphasize the need for further research
on LC-FAOD, particularly surrounding mortal-
ity and the impact of treatment on outcomes in
these patients.
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